
HIGHLIGHT REEL

 
Don’t wait for coaches to discover you.  Put y

It is impossible for college coaches to get to every recruiting event and t
every player.  Game video is a key part to the recr

is to give coaches an idea of how 
talents you believe set you apart

As the recruiting landscape changes and gets more competitive, having a 
highlight reel for coaches will help you get in front of 
and stand out o

Make it brief but 
5 minutes with 10-20 clips of highlights. 
showcase your highlights so the viewer wants to see more.

Time is precious.  College coaches receive hundreds of highlight reels
end of each reel.  The first 45 seconds of your video will determine if the coach keeps watching.

Start with your name, grad year, school and/or 

Show your wow plays right off the bat and 
game and skills specific to your position.
you hustle.  Many coaches will make a decision within the first minute or t
interested.   

Choose only your best plays showcasing your 
you hustle and that you are scrappy.

Don’t spend a lot of time on music selection and
lacrosse talents, not your video editing
you do add music, be mindful that a selection with vulgar lyrics may cause a coach to question 
your judgment and ignore your athletic talents.

Be sure to identify yourself in the plays 
shot before the play and use your mark to identify yourself.

Include your contact info and your coaches
coach to preview it for you.  Then
appropriate recipients and let them know it
confirm your video was received.

  

HIGHLIGHT REELS 

’t wait for coaches to discover you.  Put your highlight reel directly in their inbox.

lege coaches to get to every recruiting event and take the time t
a key part to the recruiting process.  The goal of your highlight reel 

is to give coaches an idea of how you can play the game and 
talents you believe set you apart. 

As the recruiting landscape changes and gets more competitive, having a 
highlight reel for coaches will help you get in front of more college recruiters 
and stand out over other student-athletes. 

rief but impactful.  Keep your highlight reel short –
of highlights.  Think of your highlight reel like a movie trailer 

highlights so the viewer wants to see more. 

Time is precious.  College coaches receive hundreds of highlight reels and rarely watch to the 
The first 45 seconds of your video will determine if the coach keeps watching.

ame, grad year, school and/or club name, and GPA if it’s 3.5 or higher.

off the bat and then include plays showcasing other 
specific to your position.  Don’t show the same move over and over.

Many coaches will make a decision within the first minute or two whether they are 

est plays showcasing your athleticism, versatility, and game IQ.
are scrappy. 

lot of time on music selection and video gimmicks.  Coaches want to see your 
editing talents.  Most coaches watch highlight reels on mute.  If 

you do add music, be mindful that a selection with vulgar lyrics may cause a coach to question 
your judgment and ignore your athletic talents. 

in the plays with a spot shadow, flash or arrow.  You can f
ur mark to identify yourself. 

o and your coaches’ contact info.  Once your reel is complete,
coach to preview it for you.  Then reach out to your schools of choice to determine the 
appropriate recipients and let them know it is coming.  Follow up between 1-2 weeks to 
confirm your video was received. 

their inbox. 

ake the time to see 
The goal of your highlight reel 

and any special 

As the recruiting landscape changes and gets more competitive, having a 
college recruiters 

– no more than 3-
Think of your highlight reel like a movie trailer – 

and rarely watch to the 
The first 45 seconds of your video will determine if the coach keeps watching.  

3.5 or higher. 

other aspects of your 
e move over and over.  Show that 

wo whether they are 

and game IQ.  Show that 

.  Coaches want to see your 
Most coaches watch highlight reels on mute.  If 

you do add music, be mindful that a selection with vulgar lyrics may cause a coach to question 

shadow, flash or arrow.  You can freeze the 

Once your reel is complete, ask your 
reach out to your schools of choice to determine the 

2 weeks to 


